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Academia
Owner
Regulator
Contractor
Consultant

The Excellence in Constructed Project award recognizes a water resource project
with significant contribution to the dam community and/or to society that met the
challenge of the nation’s aging infrastructure in an era of limited financial resource
and increasing environmental awareness. This prestigious award is presented to
one worthy team every year at the USSD Annual Conference.

We are looking for seasoned professionals to help judge constructed project
submissions for design innovation, efficiency, challenge mitigation projects provide
the best use of resources for sustainable water resources management.
 
Typically, each project submission which includes a project writeup and post
construction photos, is scored by a diverse panel of judges representing the fields
listed below:

Judges Needed

Constructed
Project Award

Learn more about
the award
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(sharon.roach@meadhunt.com).

Dams are identified in the National Infrastructure Protection Plan as a Critical
Infrastructure. Organizations, projects, and individuals have taken the call to lead
the Dam industry in establishing public safety and security standards. The
physical, personnel, information, and cyber components of a public safety and
security practice are challenging enough for traditional buildings and structures,
but their application to dams presents a unique ability that requires professional
artistry that shouldn’t go without recognition. 

It is for this purpose that this recognition was established by the Committee on
Public Safety, Security and Emergency Management for Dams. If you have an
interest in public safety, security and emergency management for dams and are
eager to get involved, please reach out to Sharon Roach and to express interest in
selecting this year’s Public Safety, Security and Emergency Management
nominee.

Judges Needed
Public Safety, 

Security, & Emergency
Management Award

Award sponsored by:

Learn more about
the award
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Expertise/Professional Focus
Professor
Well-rounded consultant 
Board Member
YP Member
Former Scholarship Winner

The Kim de Reburtis Student Scholarship awards undergraduate and graduate
students in the field of dams, levees, and water resources to foster career paths for
young professionals and provide opportunities in professional organizations. 

If you are passionate about the next generation of young professionals in the Dams
and Levees industry, consider volunteering to judge this year’s scholarships
submissions. 

Typically, each scholarship submission is scored by a diverse panel of judges
representing various expertise and professional focus within the Dam and Levee
Industry. If interested, please provide a brief background and indicate the
appropriate category(s) below. 

Judges Needed
Kim de Rubertis

Scholarship Award

Learn more
about the award
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